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About This Game

GEO Master is a 3D geography game. This game has different learning modes. You have the opportunity to explore the globe,
you can test your knowledge and then compare your score obtained during timed games on the whole planet or on the continent

of your choice !
The UNESCO mode allows you to test your knowledge on the most famous monuments and landmarks of our world.

The Incredible Facts mode presents you disturbing and amazing facts about the Earth you probably never heard before !

You can also enter 1v1 competitions with your friends in the real-time multiplayer mode, online or on local network.

Learn, remember and enter friendly competitions ! There is nothing simpler to learn more about geography while having fun.
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A game where you can be what you always wanted to try. Just yesterday I streamed this with a friend and it was even more fun
than I expected.

It is a little sad that there are not many campaign mission (there seem to be 6 without the tutorial mission). But there is a random
missions mode which accounts for some replayability. The non-VR controls work great (recommend controller for 2 out of 3
ship types) and I am happy that they added this mode. Would like to try it in VR though since I can imagine it being even more
intense.

Nominated it for the "Better with friends" award and I hope it will be a good fit for you too.. I can't remember if I got this game
on sale or from a humble bundle, but I have to say it was completely worth every penny I paid. In fact its easily worth more than
$10.

It's a very fun game, but it is somewhat short. It's also kind of a niche product, you have to be a fan of the RPG genre to be able
to fully appreciate this title.

As far as gameplay, it's a choose your own adventure type game, it's very D&D like; it's also easy to pick up and play.

Overall: 8 1/2 out of 10.. Good game getting better every day. Void LINK is currently the best RTS game in my opinion in VR,
and I've played most of them. The game puts you in command of a fleet of vessels in space. It is up to you to control the
resource collection, the order of what you build, movements, etc.. You can rotate the playspace, zoom in, and even design your
own vessels using it's very simple build menu. The game shines brightest in it's simplicity, customize ship creation ability, and
it's wonderful graphics. The only downside originally was it's lack of a good practice A.I. but that has been recently resolved.
Another downside I think is in it's lack of single player storyline content. The developer has tried to do some work on this front,
but PRACTICE and online multiplayer are still the best options. Overall, if your a fan of the Red Alert series, Command and
Conquer series, or just like RTS games.. you should certainly give this a try. I can't vouch of it's online multiplayer, but single
player practice is a lot of fun. I look forward to this game as it gets better and better, but as it is today, it is a great VR game I
enjoy very much.. When you first enter this game you might think that it is too corny, the character you are given somehwhat of
a Space-Age "Ahab" who even is out to hunt "the great white one" just with a lost arm instead of a lost leg and cheesy banter
between the contestants before choosing the monster to hun. However the moment you are dropped into your first match
(hopefully after learning the few ropes you need to know) you embark into a randomly generated stretch of space and go out to
hunt your target and see where this game really shines:

Every enemy of the game has weakspots you can tear and rip, most of which are giving it either an attack to hurt you with or
which are essential for moving around. As you begin your first hunt you get to feel the first satisfactory rip and tear of an
enemy's body while learing to maneuver the board you are "surfing" on. Once you have fished away all the "smaller" enemies
(or if you feel lucky go straight ahead to kill the boss) you end up meeting the prey you chose only to face a creature that might
as well hunt you down instead. The bosses with their elaborate behavior patterns, massive size and tons of HP are the bread and
butter of this game and it is a blast to "hunt" them down. They whack you away like the fly you are forcing you to learn their
patterns, evade projectiles and melee attacks while whittling away at often elusive and protected weakspots to tear them off to
do more damage. This essence of studying your target and strategical approach makes for tons of fun with hours on end! Even if
you bested the same boss over and over again you come back and the "worst" you could say is "Oh, hello old friend. Is it this
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time of the tournament again?"

As for controls the game is smooth and swift, the harpooning and spear-throwing going on without issues while requiring your
skill to make the most of them. You HAVE items you can use, but one-use items are to aid in a pinch and are never able to one-
hit anyone but lesser cannonfodder. They are all about strategic use which you have to time, less the item is wasted or even
worse...you! Several spears (not harpoons!) to choose from give you another tactical element to consider which often goes hand-
in-hand with the "runes" you find. They are passive bonuses which are divided into the "Spear" and "Ship" group which
augment and enhance the respective aspect in many ways. Do you want some poison damage to slowly chip away at the bosses
health since you cannot hit him? Do you want higher chances to throw more spears for bursts of Extra-DPS or are you so cocky
to use a rune massively boosting your damage while you stand still? The options can be mixed and matched on the spot thanks to
a generous inventory size so you can adjust to match every enemy with a tactc befitting him and while there are pattens it is you
who sets the pace and approach every time.

To summarize, Blacksea Odyssey is a game about real "big-game" huntin in space with options to improve your weapon and
ship while challenging you to take on more and more dangerous creatures with 4 different Contestants (3 Unlockable) to choose
from and over a dozen harpoons. The closest equivalent would be a Monster Hunter meets Top Down Shooter in Space,
although the customization here is not as massive. Taking bosses apart in a literal manner is fun and requires skill which keeps
you coming even for bosses you already ended before to see how much better you have become. Fighting them is adrenaline
inducing as you are likely fighting for 5 minutes per boss depending how well you do and things never get dull either. I have yet
to notice a bug that affected gameplay and it runs smooth without issue and I clearly recommend this for anyone liking
themselves some top-down action against big bosses round for round and a handful of RPG-inspired enhancements. Each run is
new and yet not, old "friends" and new challenges surfacing every new try. Now get out there Contestant and hunt your way to
the top in the depths of the Blacksea Odyssey.. They Remembered the Neko Maid: A Winged Sakura: Mindy's Arc Review.

I love tower defense. I do, the idea of building up a massive wall of peons and watching them go about bringing destruction to
the lemmings below has always been a type of game that inspired me. And my other guilty pleasure is that cute anime garbage
that makes me happy. Games like Recettear and 100% Orange Juice, whereas lacking in violence, still can make you smile just
from the smiles on the cute characters faces.

But wait. Those things don't mix...or do they...?

They can sure try. And here we come to Winged Sakura: Mindy's Arc: A fast paced anime-styled tower defense game by
Winged Sakura Games.

I'm sure I've lost you already, so allow me to clear things up now. This is not the type of tower defense game many people will
be expecting. It's beyond fast paced, it's hectic, and though I've yet to actually find a need for it, the game comes with a
"Strategic Pause" (This is a normal pause, but allows you to catch your breath, refill your drink, think about your next move, or
run out into the rain and question your current life choices). The game is structured very similarly (so far) to the first levels of
Plants versus Zombies, another tower defense game that this one, like many others, so desperately wants to live up to. Except
this time around, it's cats versus....the same exact cats, and your cats are on a timer. By this, I mean they fade away in seconds,
or even after they attack ONCE. So you will be constantly reapplying the towers and struggling to keep yourself from being
overrun by.............cats. Oh and a chicken! And I *think* I've seen bunnies by now.

The gameplay is honestly pretty enjoyable. Fast paced is a nice breath of fresh air in the genre, and I'm always willing to try
something new. So let's move onto...the...story......
Hm.

If you're looking into buying this game, or at least have read the review up to this point, you're probably an anime fan. And most
anime fans have enjoyed anime on television, from Adult Swim to Toonami, all the way to Anime Unleashed by from Techtv.
Think back to those good old days--remember when you'd turn it on, and it would be an anime that you've never seen before,
but the story was a good ten episodes in already? But you watched it anyways, not really trying to get into the story? Mine was
.hack\/\/sign. God save me, I had no bloody idea what was happening, but I watched it anyways. Point being, that's what this
story is. You get into the story, and CLEARLY, you're in the middle, but the game makes no attempt catch you (or its
characters) up to speed. They all start out like they know a bunch of secrets, act all chummy, and guess what? You're not in on
the joke.
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The art style is charming if cliched', and there seems to be a lot to do for your characters. There's a skill tree, item crafting,
upgrades, so on and so forth. I use the word upgrade despondently because Claws turns into Claws, but with a green name and a
bunch of upward pointing green arrows on the stats. I would have liked to have seen the artists come up with cooler weapon and
accessory upgrades akin to Drakengard style, where each upgrade looks a little more menacing. But since you only see these
items in the inventory between rounds, I'm sure I'll get over it.

This game is still very recently released and Team Winged Sakura Games seems to know what their doing when it comes to
patching the game. But for now, don't be surprised when you have to grind the same "rounds" (all the levels are the same) over
and over again. Which is probably a good thing, because the STORY mode, a term used VERY loosely, looks to be very very
short from where I stand, at just around 5 hours, grinding included. However, I HAVE NOT BEATEN THIS GAME, so this
shortness may and or may not be true.

EDIT: Good news. It's infact quite a bit longer than I expected! This is a good thing.

There is a neko maid added about an hour in. I am still waiting for an explaination for this beyond "because anime."

All and all, I'm still playing the game, and it knows how to keep my focus. I feel like there isn't much substance, only one level,
enemies are also allies, storyline thinner than the maids blouse's fabric, and upgrades are only just so because the game tells you
they are. If you like anime and tower defense, you'll probably enjoy this game. There's a survival mode that I assume becomes
unlocked once you beat the game, and there are some trophies, though it seems like they'd be easy to get.

Lastly, the steam cards trade for this game at around 2$ a piece, and I've currently gained for. Do wih this what you will. This is
Faust, thanks for reading.

+Fast paced Gameplay
+Classic modern Anime Design
+Fair amounts of strategy required
+Rewarding Grinding
-------------------
-Unappealing storyline
-Slightly non user friendly
-Lazy design
-A neko maid? Really. Come on. You're better than this! And Sakura? REALLY? Didn't sakura spirits just come out? Didn't it
just forcefeed us these stupid trophes? This is what is known as profiling. These are not elements that make anime. I'm sorry,
but this had to be said, and you know it as well as I do, Team Winged Sakura Games.

Recommended:
To those who want a tower defense game that is slightly different, but not outside the realms of what they've come to know and
love from the genre.. Well, I had high hopes for this game, thinking it was a modern version of Solar 2. It is not. BUT, it still
turned out to be a pretty damn gopod game in its own right. It is a physics puzzle type game where you go around colelcting
plasma balls and shooting them into stars to save them from death. You start out on a space station where you l;aunch yourself in
whichever direction you wish, and there is planets and debris scattered around that you need to navigate through. You can use
the planets orbits to your advantage to move without using up your fuel, and the same goes for shooting plasma into the stars, it
creates an energy burst which also can propel you. Pretty clever little game, im glad i bought it, i reccomend it for anyone who is
into casual physics puzzle games. Things like Angry birds or Gravity Badgers. This game is along the lines of those, but more
complex and in my opinion a LOT better.. 

 Follow my  curator page  for more indie game recommendations that you might have overlooked! Every review has a 
video  with highlights and initial game play. 

Beat Hazard 2 is an intense music arcade shoot em up. I remember playing the first Beat Hazard on my the original Xbox for
hours on end. Loading my songs to the xbox to play along. Beat Hazard 2 offers many improvements from the original music
space shooter.
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Each song in Beat Hazard 2 will create a new procedural level of enemies, bosses and asteroids. Your own weapon also powers
up when the music hits a beat. Each track is completely different and the added procedurally generated boss fights in Beat
Hazard 2 make this game even better than the original.

Beat Hazard 2 comes loaded with 12 base tracks that you play from the start. You can also use locally downloaded music or any
music player like youtube, spotify or amazon music. Being able to use your own music is what really makes Beat Hazard shine.
Game play is quite fun and can get crazy at times, I would recommend turning up the difficulty as soon as your are comfortable
with the current level. The game controls well, the movement is just the right level of speed and control.

The procedurally generated enemies and bosses make the game feel somewhat different each time. While everything can be
different, there are only a certain amount of combinations you can really get for each track with types of ships and what
weapons it has equipped. The developer has been actively adding more content to the game, so it’s going to keep getting better
as far as variety goes.

There are quite a bit of perks to unlock as you progress which will let you increase your weapons, multipliers and score even
more. That combined with the online in game leaderboards, makes you wanting to keep pushing, keep playing, take more
chances to get that high score. It’s a cool system with quite a few perks that will award the daredevils and survivors.

Overall, Beat Hazard 2 is a high energy space shoot em up that will keep you entertained for hours. It’s bigger, better and
brighter than the first Beat Hazard and a worthy successor. The new features, perks and added enemies add more to this game
along with compatibility for streaming services. I fully recommend this game.

Full Video Review: https://youtu.be/aoyKm1XArhw. If u like cartoons adventure time action and some good gameplay a udult
or kid this game is for YOU
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OMG I HATE VALVE THEY WONT ALLOW ME A REFUND BECAUSE ITS OVER 2 HOURS OF GAMEPLAY!!!!. A
Clean game, you can see that they put a lot of love doing this game and it's free so play it. A fantastic game I first played this
before Steam existed a really entertaining game I recommend it.. Puzzle game, You combine elements to create stuff on your
planet as well as various scenarios. Can be quite relaxing.. good, just good. best game Ive seen in a long time.. pixel skipping at
its finest. Has anyone found a fix yet?
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